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SUNRISE BUSH BREAKFAST (ONSITE)

Enjoy a special Bush Breakfast in the bush within the lodge 
and enjoy a view of the sunrise as you enjoy the Full English 
Breakfast with your dedicated waiter/waitress taking care of all 
the other details.

DURATION: TBC COST: $50 P/P SUPPLEMENT

HOT AIR BALOON
Tarangire Kuro Treetops Lodge is strategically located near the 
launch points for balloon safaris. Guests can embark on a 
balloon safari and savor a champagne breakfast deep in the 
wilderness.

DURATION: TBC COST: FREE

NATURE WALK
Embark on an intimate exploration of Tanzania's diverse 
landscapes and abundant wildlife. Guided by an experienced 
ranger, encounter elephants, giraffes, and various antelopes 
up close while learning about the park's rich flora and fauna. 
Enjoy stunning views of iconic baobab trees and varied terrains, 
from open savannahs to riverine forests. Local guides also share 
cultural insights and discuss conservation efforts, making this 
experience both educational and deeply enriching.

DAY/NIGHT GAME DRIVES
Driving in a custom built safari vehicle with a professional 
driver and guide, you will be real adventurer, searching wildlife 
and exploring the true African wilderness. The safari vehicle is 
usually a 4WD vehicle with either slide windows or pop up roof 
for best panoramic viewing.

DURATION: TBC COST: $XX PER PERSON

DURATION: TBC COST: $600 P/P
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MAASAI VILLAGE VISITS
Explore the vibrant world of the Maasai in Tarangire/Kuro. 
Engage in traditional dances, witness skilled craftsmanship, and 
enjoy warm hospitality amidst the stunning African savannah.

DURATION: TBC COST: $10 P/P

BONFIRE STORY TELLING
Gather around the crackling flames under the starlit African sky 
for an enchanting evening of Storytelling Around the Fireplace at 
our safari lodge. Immerse yourself in the rich tales and traditions 
of the region, as our skilled storytellers weave narratives that 
echo through the night. The warm glow of the fire provides the 
perfect backdrop for an authentic and captivating experience, 
connecting you to the heart of Africa's storytelling heritage.

DURATION: TBC COST: $10 P/P

BUSH BARBEQUE
Under the open sky, surrounded by the sights and sounds of 
nature, our Swahili Lessons offer a unique blend of cultural 
exploration and language learning. Led by experienced 
instructors, you'll uncover the essence of Swahili, a language 
that reflects the spirit and diversity of East Africa.

PRIVATE BOMA DINNER
Embark on a culinary safari under the African skies at our Luxury 
Camps. Experience rich tapestry of flavors as you gather around 
a traditional open-air enclosure, surrounded by sounds of the 
wild. Delight in the savory aromas of authentic African cuisine, 
expertly crafted to tantalize your taste buds. From aromatic 
grilled meats to vibrant vegetarian delights, our Boma Dinner 
promises a feast for both the senses and the soul. Share stories 
and laughter with fellow adventurers while enjoying the warmth 
of the bonfire, creating memories as vibrant as the starlit African 
night.

DURATION: TBC COST: $45 P/P SUPPLEMENT

DURATION: TBC COST: $15 P/P
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SILALE SWAMP PICNIC
Experience tranquility amidst the lush Silale Swamp. Settle into a 
shaded picnic spot beneath acacia trees, surrounded by wildlife 
calls and serene marsh views. Enjoy a selection of local delicacies 
amidst this unspoiled African oasis, perfect for a peaceful retreat 
in nature's embrace.

DURATION: 2 HOURS COST: $55 P/P SUPPLEMENT

WALKING SAFARI
Step into the heart of the wilderness and let the untamed beauty 
of nature surround you. Guided by experienced naturalists, this 
journey on foot offers a unique perspective, allowing you to 
connect with the environment on a more intimate level. Hear 
the rustle of leaves, witness the diverse flora and fauna up close, 
and feel the pulse of the wild. It's not just a walk; it's a sensory 
exploration, a chance to be part of the untamed rhythm of the 
safari.

DURATION: 1 HOUR COST: TBC

PRIVATE DINNING AT ROOM DECK
Experience the magic of an intimate evening under the African 
sky, surrounded by the sounds of the wild, indulge in a culinary 
journey curated just for you. The flickering lanterns and the 
gentle breeze set the stage for a memorable night as you savor 
delectable dishes prepared with the finest local ingredients. 
Whether it's a romantic rendezvous or a celebration with loved 
ones, the Tent Deck offers a secluded and enchanting setting 
for a truly special dining experience.

BREAKFAST IN BED
Picture this: a sumptuous spread of freshly baked pastries, exotic 
fruits, and aromatic coffee delivered right to your cozy haven. 
Savor the luxury of a leisurely breakfast while basking in the 
comfort of your own retreat. It's not just a meal; it's a moment 
of pure indulgence. Because why step out for breakfast when 
you can start your day in the lap of comfort and convenience? 
Breakfast in bed: a delicious beginning to your day.

DURATION: TBC COST: $30 P/P SUPPLEMENT

DURATION: 2 HOURS COST: $30 P/P SUPPLEMENT
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CANDLE LIT IN BUBBLE BATH
Expertience savoring a delicious array of breakfast delights while 
perched on the elevated deck of your cozy tent, surrounded 
by the sights and sounds of the wilderness. As the sun gently 
kisses the landscape awake, enjoy a hearty breakfast with a 
breathtaking view. It's not just a meal; it's a symphony of flavors 
set against the backdrop of nature's morning serenade. Start 
your day right in the heart of the wild.

DURATION: 2 HOURS COST: $30 P/P SUPPLEMENT

GUIDED NATURE WALK
Led by knowledgeable and passionate guides, this adventure 
allows you to explore the hidden wonders of the surrounding 
landscape. Traverse winding trails, breathe in the crisp, fresh air, 
and connect with the sights and sounds of the wilderness.

DURATION: 1 HOUR COST: UPON REQUEST

BIRD WATCHING
Immerse yourself in the serenity of Tarangire at Kuro Treetops 
Lodge, where birdwatching becomes a tranquil adventure. 
Discover vibrant avian life amidst ancient baobab trees and 
expansive savannahs, guided by expert naturalists. Witness a 
kaleidoscope of bird species, from majestic raptors to colorful 
songbirds, creating unforgettable moments in the heart of 
Tanzania's wilderness.

DURATION: 2 HOURS COST: $50 P/P SUPPLEMENT
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